Home.Earth
Change real estate to serve the whole
Home.Earth is an impact real estate company founded in 2021 to demonstrate a scalable market approach
to developing sustainable, affordable and resilient cities. We have a European mindset initially focusing on
the largest cities in Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands

An impact-first real estate company
We aim to demonstrate at scale a
socially, environmentally and financially
sustainable approach to great urban
development that benefit generations
to come.
We are guided by maximizing the total
value creation considering all
stakeholders from tenants to
communities to investors.

Core pillars in our approach to urban development
Affordable homes that enrich the lives of tenants
Healthy and high-quality homes made affordable to all groups of society
allowing a share of tenants to access below-market rents
Developing liveable and inclusive cities
Spaces and operating solutions designed to foster inclusive and resilient
communities – which are at the heart of all great urban environments
Building in balance with our planet
We pursue planet positivity, leveraging best practices across circularity,
CO2 minimization in construction and operations, decarbonizing
investments, and urban nature

Systemic change is needed in how we develop our cities
Housing is unaffordable for
too many
Household spending >40% of
disposable income on housing, %

Too many live in homes that
compromise liveability & health
Share of Europeans living in unhealthy
homes, %

Our planet cannot sustain
the way we build
The built environment’s share of
resource use, %
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Mental health challenges are also on the
rise, with e.g. 23% of UK citizens often or
always feeling lonely
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Continued urban population growth exacerbate the need to act:
In 30 years, we need to make room for an additional 2.3bn people in our cities, equivalent to 10x New York City every year

A team of industry leaders motivated to take on the challenge
Real estate & asset management
• Rasmus Nørgaard: Co-founder & Ex-CIO, NREP
• Nicole Maarsen: Ex-Director, Syntrus and Maarsen Groep
Mikko Räsänen: Ex-Head of Finland, NREP

Operations & urban development
• Rasmus Juul-Nyholm: Founder & Chairman, Cobblestone
• Lykke Ors: Urban Developer, NREP & BRIQ
• Kristian Riis: Founder, Volcano, Backscatter and Nephew

Construction, tech & sustainability
• Carel van Houte: Ex-Chief Construction Officer, CitizenM
• Kasper Guldager: Founder, GXN; Ex-Senior Partner, 3XN
• Gernot Strube: Senior Partner Emeritus, McKinsey

11 additional team members
…bringing strong track-records from areas including
impact investing, social innovation, business development
and sustainability

Home.Earth
Change real estate to serve the whole

An industrialized platform-approach to real estate development
The construction sector has seen
no productivity growth in 30 years

Unlocking economies of scale through an industrialized approach
to development replacing the ‘start from scratch’ -paradigm
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Building delivery platform
We are developing a building delivery platform with industry partners to
enable affordability, sustainability and scalability in real estate development
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Enabled by technology
We are using technology and data to create efficient buildings optimized for
space and health, minimize the ecological footprint in operations and create
connected communities
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Rethinking tenantship
We replace the asset-centric thinking governing the real estate industry with
a user-centric product approach to create more connected and coherent
tenant-landlord relationships and improve tenant outcomes as well as
alleviate costly inefficiencies

From aspiration to reality – we start construction on first site in 2022
Our first project is in Nærheden, a new neighbourhood of 8,000 inhabitants
located 19 minutes from Copenhagen Central Station. A perfect pilot project to
demonstrate that we can combine strong equity returns with our aspirations of
affordable homes in balance with our planet and a strong, liveable community
Affordable homes: Through our apartment typology and dynamic rent model
we will offer affordable homes to all groups of society, creating a diverse tenant
composition that mirrors society
A vibrant meeting point for the neighbourhood: With one grocery store as the
only commercial space in Nærheden, the neighbourhood lacks places to
engage as a community similar to many other new built areas. We will dedicate
2.000 sqm for commercial space tailored to the needs of the local community
A new tenant model: We will empower residents to take ownership of their
home and enable them to participate in operations based on an inclusive and
trust-based relationship

Project characteristics:
• 10,000 sqm residential space
• 2,000 sqm commercial space
• Community house of 250 sqm
• SPA signed: July 2021
• Construction - Summer 2022

7 initial pipeline sites in progress across Denmark, Finland & The Netherlands

Launching to lead a new way forward
An evergreen real estate company governed by its purpose
The purpose of Home.Earth will be supported and safeguarded by a
foundation. We operate with a long-term set-up aligning incentives and
value-creation for all stakeholders. We will mainly develop properties to
operate in perpetuity but will also acquire standing assets
A pathfinder towards a new economic paradigm
A new approach is needed to tackle the challenges we are facing!
We are ready to be a pathfinder on the journey towards a balanced economy
where we operate within the planetary boundaries and live up to an inclusive
social foundation to deliver on global ESG needs

Join our movement!
We are looking for aligned
investors and partners
Contact Investor Relations lead,
Soren Stig, on soren@home.earth

